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Sensory input plays a major role in controlling motor responses during most behavioral tasks. The vestibular organs in the marine
mollusk Clione, the statocysts, react to the external environment and continuously adjust the tail and wing motor neurons to keep the
animal oriented vertically. However, we suggested previously that during hunting behavior, the intrinsic dynamics of the statocyst
network produce a spatiotemporal pattern that may control the motor system independently of environmental cues. Once the response
is triggered externally, the collective activation of the statocyst neurons produces a complex sequential signal. In the behavioral context
of hunting, such network dynamics may be the main determinant of an intricate spatial behavior. Here, we show that (1) during fictive
hunting, the population activity of the statocyst receptors is correlated positively with wing and tail motor output suggesting causality, (2)
that fictive hunting can be evoked by electrical stimulation of the statocyst network, and (3) that removal of even a few individual statocyst
receptors critically changes the fictive hunting motor pattern. These results indicate that the intrinsic dynamics of a sensory network,
even without its normal cues, can organize a motor program vital for the survival of the animal.
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Introduction
The dynamics of sensory receptor networks are likely to play a
role in sensory motor transformation. Numerous examples exist
of systems in which the transformation from sensory inputs to
motor outputs has been studied (Lee et al., 1988; Schwartz et al.,
1988; Fortier et al., 1989; Masino and Knudsen, 1990; Andersen et
al., 1993; Britten et al., 1996). The clearest examples are found in
invertebrate systems in which the different processing stages be-
tween input and output are more directly accessible (Lewis and
Kristan, 1998; Levi and Camhi, 2000; Beenhakker and Nusbaum,
2004). Normally, the role of intrinsic dynamics cannot be distin-
guished from regular sensory coding functions. In certain condi-
tions, however, the sensory intrinsic dynamics may be revealed
when it overcomes its normal physiological role. For example, it
is believed that motion sickness and optical illusions are the result
of a normal sensory system functioning abnormally. Another way
to reveal the dynamical properties of the nervous system is by
looking at extreme examples of animal behavior. We have sug-
gested previously that statocysts in the mollusk Clione also have
the capability of independently generating a motor program
(Levi et al., 2004).

Clione is a planktonic mollusk that swims by rhythmic move-
ments of a pair of wings (Wns). During swimming, Clione ac-

tively maintains a head-up orientation (Arshavsky et al., 1985;
Satterlie, 1985; Deliagina et al., 1998, 1999, 2000), under the con-
trol of signals from the statocysts (Panchin et al., 1995b; Deliagina
et al., 1998, 1999, 2000). A deviation from the vertical orientation
evokes compensatory changes in wing and tail motions. Clione is
a predator that feeds exclusively on a related mollusk (Lalli,
1970). With an undeveloped visual system, it uses relatively non-
directional chemosensory information to trigger hunting behav-
ior, which consists of fast swimming in continuously changing
loops.

Previous work has shown that the statocysts are necessary for
the production of hunting behavior and that the motor output
produces dynamics that are consistent with output generated by a
winnerless competition model of the statocyst (Varona et al.,
2002; Levi et al., 2004). However, because we were unable to
record or manipulate more than one statocyst receptor cell (SRC)
at a time, it remained unclear how the output of a population of
SRCs corresponds to the actual motor output during hunting.

Here, we compare the pattern produced in the statocyst net-
work and the pattern formed in the motor nerves to demonstrate
quantitatively the direct correlation between these events. Be-
cause other ganglia are interpolated between the statocysts and
the motoneurons, this is probably the only tractable method for
establishing causality. Using a new technique to study the inter-
actions between two spatiotemporal patterns without the explicit
knowledge of the underlying processing, we show that statocyst
receptors influence the temporal relationships between different
wing and tail motoneurons. We show that stimulation of the
statocyst network produces motor dynamics that correspond to
fictive hunting. And finally, we extend our previous results to
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demonstrate that killing a small number of SRCs results in a
substantial change to the motor output.

Materials and Methods
Electrophysiology. Preparations for electrophysiological experiments
were made in ice-cold seawater to prevent excitation of nociceptive af-
ferent fibers. The preparation, including cerebral, pedal, and abdominal
ganglia with the tail and wing nerves, was pinned to a Sylgard-lined Petri
dish as described previously (Levi et al., 2004). Extracellular recordings
from nerves were made by using glass suction electrodes or stainless-steel
electrodes. To monitor tail activity, we recorded from pedal nerves sup-
plying tail muscles (Deliagina et al., 1999). Intracellular recordings were
made using glass electrodes (10 M�) filled with 3 M KCl. The signals were
acquired with a Digidata board (Molecular Devices, Union City, CA) and
stored for later analysis with Dataview (http://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/
�wjh/dataview/). The spikes were sorted from the extracellular record-
ings in Dataview, using threshold and the spike template. Because there
was little superposition in spike firing, we could typically sort four or five
units in the statocyst and the motor nerves. To produce the instanta-
neous firing rate plots [the spike density function (SDF)], spike timing
was convolved with a Gaussian function in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick,
MA). For the normalized plots, each value was divided by the maximum
value of the plot.

Stimulation of the statocyst nerve (STN) was performed en passant
through the same suction electrode, and an AC amplifier (AM Systems,
Carlsborg, WA) was used for recording. A 500 ms pulse was generated
with a Master-8 (AMPI, Jerusalem, Israel) stimulator and fed into the
amplifier. The stimulation was performed in two configurations. In the
first configuration, the preparation was grounded, and activity in the re-
cording electrodes was monitored continuously but the STN activity was
not. In the second configuration, one of the inputs to the AC amplifier
was used as a ground. The STN electrode was switched from stimulus
mode (in which no recording was done in any nerve) to record mode (in
which all electrodes were recording).

Cell photoablation was performed by methods described previously
(Miller and Selverston, 1979). The neuron was impaled with electrodes
filled with carboxyfluorescein dye (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). A negative
current of �5 nA was delivered for 10 –20 min until the neuron was
loaded with dye. The preparation was illuminated with light at 400 –500
nm for 20 –30 min until the filled neuron died.

Fictive hunting behavior was induced by application of physostigmine
as in the work by Arshavsky et al. (1993) and Levi et al. (2004). To achieve
fictive hunting, the seawater covering the isolated nervous system was
replaced by seawater containing 10 �6

M physostigmine.
Comparing spatiotemporal patterns. Typically fictive hunting was com-

posed of a series of coordinated bursts in several nerves, which we called
episodes. The beginning of an episode was the start of the first burst in
any of the nerves. Several units in the STN or motor nerves acting to-
gether during an episode of hunting were defined as an ensemble. Typi-
cally, there were from 4 to 15 hunting episodes analyzed during a record-
ing of 30 – 60 min. For each ensemble, the SDF of each identified unit was
used as an axis to create the N-dimensional representation of a response
(N is the number of units in the ensemble). The result was a
N-dimensional trajectory that started and ended at the same point for
each episode, because the firing rate of each neuron was the same before
the beginning of the burst and when the burst terminated. As a measure
of similarity between two trajectories, we calculated the minimal sum of
Euclidian distances between corresponding points x1 and x2 of the tra-
jectories, as follows:

� �
t�1

T ��
i�1

N

�� xi1�t� � xi2�t � j��2� ,

where the indexes 1 and 2 refer to the two trajectories (either STC or
motor), index i runs over the number of units, t runs over the discretized
time (1. . . T ), and the minimization was done over the trajectories
shifted in time to account for the selection of the origin of the episodes
and the correlation of major events slightly offset in activation. In this

calculation, if (t � j) � T, then xi2(t � j) � xi2(t � j � T ); typical values
of j in the minimization were always close to 0.

We repeated this calculation for each pair of episodes recorded in the
STN and separately in the motor nerves. We then constructed correlation
matrices for the STN trajectories and the corresponding motor trajecto-
ries. If there is a correlation between the SRC activity and the motor
output, episodes that are similar in their SRC activity will also be similar
in their motor activity and vice versa. For statistics, we used Pearson’s
correlations with a significance level of 0.05.

Measuring correlated activity between tail and wing. The instantaneous
firing rate (i.e., the SDF) was calculated for each unit. We used principal
component (PC) analysis (PCA) to evaluate the results (Jolliffe, 1986).
The PCA assigns new variables that maximize the variance in the data.
Therefore, by replacing the original variable with the PCA, one can re-
duce the dimensionality (caused by redundancy in variables) of the sys-
tem while preserving its structure. The PCA has been used for two pur-
poses: first, to visualize multidimensional plots and second, to reduce the
multidimensional data into a one-dimensional variable for the correla-
tion analysis. For three-dimensional (3D) visualization, we simply took
the SDF of typically four or five units and plotted their first three PCs. For
analysis of correlation, we used only the first PC of each recording to
calculate cross-correlations between activity in different nerves [wing
and left and right tail (Tr) nerves]. The average percentage of the total
variability of the motor signals explained by each of the principal com-
ponents of the data shown in this paper is the following: first PC, 53 	
9%; second PC, 24 	 4%; third PC, 13 	 4%.

Results
Clione hunting behavior is very different from regular swimming.
It is characterized by a series of fast loops in varying planes pro-
duced by wing and tail motion (Lalli, 1970) to scan the surround-
ing space in search of prey. The hunting is presumably initiated
by chemosensory and tactile receptors. Many cerebral interneu-
rons are activated during hunting (Panchin et al., 1995a), and at
least one pair of cerebral interneurons was found to activate the
statocyst receptors (Arshavsky et al., 1993; Norekian and Satter-
lie, 1993). It is known that the control of wings during swimming
is done through a wing central pattern generator located in the
pedal ganglion (Arshavsky et al., 1985). Tail motoneurons are
responsible for directional tail bending. Our unpublished behav-
ioral observations indicate that there are correlated changes in the
wing and tail motion. We have studied this correlation in detail
during fictive hunting in in vitro preparations. Fictive hunting
can be evoked experimentally by applying the acetylcholin-
esterase inhibitor physostigmine (Arshavsky et al., 1993). Appli-
cation of physostigmine to a preparation of the isolated CNS
evokes bouts of fictive hunting behavior [i.e., the excitation of
motor systems (cerebral protractor tentacle motoneurons, the
central pattern generator for swimming, and buccal protractor
neurons) involved in hunting behavior]. In addition, physostig-
mine produces a reversal of the reaction to head nerve stimula-
tion imitating the response to head stimulation in the intact an-
imal during hunting. After physostigmine application, head
nerve stimulation evokes strong excitation of both protractor
tentacle motoneurons and the swimming central pattern gener-
ator instead of their inhibition, as observed before physostigmine
application. Therefore, using physostigmine gave us the possibil-
ity of an electrophysiological analysis of the neural mechanisms
underlying hunting search behavior.

Characterization of individual motor unit activity
The behavioral experiments show that hunting behavior takes
place in bouts of fast swimming and looping. Similarly, fictive
hunting is characterized by a series of episodes, of the same time
scale, consisting of coordinated bursts in the motor nerves sepa-
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rated by quiescent periods. The reduced preparation that we used
included the cerebral and pedal ganglia. The activity of both wing
and tail was recorded from nerves originating in the pedal gan-
glia. Figure 1 A shows the activity of two tail nerves and one wing
nerve during a hunting episode. A burst of activity starts and ends
in several nerves in a time scale of seconds. The response was not
simultaneous in all motor units. Rather, some units were acti-
vated early [Fig. 1A, black unit in left tail (Tl)] and others late
(Fig. 1A, red unit in Tl) in the episode. The beginning of an
episode was defined as the start of the first burst in any of the
nerves.

The spikes were sorted from the extracellular recordings using
threshold and the spike template. Once the potential units were
detected, they were sorted into clusters based on their three PCs.
The average of each cluster was then used as a template, and the
whole trace was searched for this template within an error of 10%.
The sorted spikes were verified manually as belonging to the same
unit (Fig. 1B,C). Because there was little superposition in spike
firing, we could typically sort four or five units in the statocyst
and the motor nerves (Fig. 1A, small colored bars).

As the first step in the analysis of the wing and tail activity (i.e.,
the main effectors of Clione hunting behavior), we sought to
characterize the activity of individual motor units. Figure 2 shows
examples of recordings from different units in the tail and wing

nerves in three separate experiments. Each
panel (A–C) represents one experiment
from a different preparation and shows
examples of three motor units during sev-
eral fictive hunting episodes (rows within
each panel). In each panel, the bursts were
aligned according to the beginning of the
hunting episodes to illustrate the variabil-
ity between them. If one looks at the dif-
ferent episodes in the same panel, one can
see that each unit has a characteristic be-
havior that repeats itself rather accurately.
For example, in Figure 2A, right, the unit
is bursting for a duration of �5 s with
some small shifts in timing. As a result, the
average of all the episodes (the bottom of
each panel), in general, characterizes the
firing pattern of each unit despite changes
in the exact timing.

We found that throughout the experi-
ments, the behavior could be classified
into three characteristic time scales: units
that fired short bursts relative to the dura-
tion of the episode, units that fired spo-
radic action potentials, and units that fired
long bursts that include most of the epi-
sode duration. This characterization was
observed in most of the recorded units in
the experiments. Despite the consistency
of the response, the exact timing of the
activity was variable enough between
bursts that the relative timing between
units could change completely. In previ-
ous work (Levi et al., 2004), we showed
that the timing of the activation does not
change arbitrarily. Rather, the peak activ-
ity of each unit was separated from the
others, and in many episodes, the sequen-
tial order of the activity was preserved. For

that to happen, there has to be a preserved spatiotemporal rela-
tionship between units, which we sought to quantify.

Similarity between SRC activity and motor output
The statocysts are located on the dorsal side of the pedal ganglia.
Each statocyst contains 9 –11 receptor cells, the axons of which
run into the cerebral ganglia through the STN and form two
plexuses of neuropilar fibers in the medial areas of the ipsilateral
and contralateral cerebral ganglia (Panchin et al., 1995b). SRCs
are connected through electrical coupling and inhibitory syn-
apses that are likely to be located in these regions of the cerebral
ganglia. Although the preparation is stationary, during fictive
hunting, the SRCs have a temporal activation pattern. As we
showed above, combined with the results by Levi et al. (2004), it
is impossible to correlate any single sensory unit with a motor
pattern given the pattern is the outcome of a complex population
activity. Nevertheless, it has been shown that the SRC activity is
somehow associated with the activity in the motor nerves (Levi et
al., 2004). One possibility is that if a population of neurons, in-
stead of only one, is taken into account, such correlations can be
found. In Figure 3, we show examples of recordings from the STN
during hunting episodes in different animals. In each example,
the spikes of four or five different receptors were sorted and
translated into SDFs. A simultaneous recording from several

Figure 1. A typical motor response during an episode of fictive hunting. This episode is one of nine recorded in this trial. A,
Extracellular recordings from tail and wing motor nerves. Above each trace are color bars indicating the time of different color-
coded sorted units. B, An overlay plot of the different sorted units in the left tail nerve in A. In this panel, the sorting includes all the
episodes in the trial. C, 3D plot of the clustering of the units in B. Each spike is plotted according to its first three PCs. The color
scheme is in accordance with B. The number of spikes in each cluster is between 40 and 690.
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SRCs shows that, with the exception of the
red and blue units in Figure 3B, their peaks
of activity do not coincide but demon-
strate a sequential activation during the
hunting episode. A similar spatiotemporal
pattern with similar time scales has been
described for the motor output to the wing
and tail and modeled for the statocyst net-
work by Levi et al. (2004). As was argued
in the previous paper, this activity can be
explained by a network of inhibitory inter-
actions between statocyst receptors.

Because the activity of statocyst recep-
tors was different in different episodes, we
had the possibility to study the correlation
between the statocyst activity and the mo-
tor output. To rigorously measure the cor-
relation between sensory (SRCs) and mo-
tor (tail and wing) spatiotemporal
patterns, we developed a method of quan-
tifying differences in multidimensional
spatiotemporal patterns. Figure 4 shows
an experiment in which we recorded the
activity of five units from one STN to-
gether with four units from one wing
nerve and illustrates the analysis that we
used. The figure shows two episodes (from
the same animal and the same sorted
units) in which the pattern in STN record-
ing was similar in terms of the number,
order, and timing of units being activated
(Fig. 4A, two top panels). The third epi-
sode is notably different from the other
two (Fig. 4A, bottom). The corresponding
motor recordings (Fig. 4B) show that the
top two patterns are similar to each other
but different from the bottom panel. Al-
though the similarity may be clear from
this figure, additional statistical analysis
was performed for more rigorous quanti-
fication. First, the similarity can be better
visualized (see Materials and Methods)
when looking at the trajectories in a phase
portrait constructed with the three first
principal components of five STN units
(Fig. 4C) and four motor units (Fig. 4D).
It is clear that the green and red trajecto-
ries (Fig. 4A, first two episodes) are close
to each other and farther away from the
blue trajectories (Fig. 4A, last episode). To
quantify this, we have summed the Euclid-
ean distances between SDFs in multidi-
mensional space, where each dimension is
the SDF for one motor or sensory unit.
The distances for sensory and motor units
were calculated separately, because they
were composed of different dimensions
(there was no apparent functional rela-
tionship between a sensory unit and a motor unit), and only
combinations of distances in paired trajectories were compared
(the distance between two sensory trajectories and two motor
trajectories) within the same experiment.

To demonstrate a correlation between the STN and motor

output activities, we looked at the distance between STN trajec-
tories of different episodes in the same animal and correlated
them with the distance of the corresponding trajectories of the
motor pattern for all experiments. If similar, STN activity would
result in a similar motor pattern, and the correlation will be high.
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Figure 2. A–C, Firing distribution of selected units from the tail and a wing nerves during different episodes of hunting from
three experiments. Spike numbers were counted in 500 ms bins, and the activity was aligned to the beginning of the episode. The
bottom of each panel is the summarized distribution calculated by averaging the corresponding bins in all the episodes above. The
labels on the top left corner of each panel indicate the nerve that the unit was recorded from. The numbers on the y-axis indicate
the frequency scale. L, Left; R, right; Tl, tail.

Figure 3. Firing pattern of SRC populations during hunting episodes. A–C, Three examples of SDFs recorded from the STN in
different experiments. Each color represents an identified unit, the spikes of which were detected and translated into SDF (see
Materials and Methods). Each experiment is different in terms of the recorded units and patterns. Although the activity of several
units can overlap, the temporal activation shown in this figure is sequential in the sense that the peaks of unit activity are
distributed over the duration of the hunting episode.
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Figure 5 shows all correlations between distances of the STN units
and motor units in different animals. For example, the green plot
shows the correlation between distances of five STN units and
four motor units in seven consecutive episodes from the experi-
ment in Figure 4 and its linear fit (each pair of distances was only
used once in the analysis). This correlation is highly significant
( p 
 0.01; Pearson’s correlation test), which means that episodes
that are similar in their STN activity are also similar in their
motor activity and vice versa. As can be seen in this figure, all
linear fits have positive slopes, which indicates that as the stato-

cyst distance increases the motor distance
increases as well. Of a total of six experi-
ments, we found significant correlation
distances (Fig. 5) for five of them and one
with a p value of 0.08.

Stimulation of STC nerve
The importance of the statocyst for hunt-
ing is illustrated by the fact that hunting
behavior and fictive hunting cannot be
initiated in statocystectomized animals
(Levi et al., 2004). During fictive hunting,
STN dynamics involving several receptors
is recorded in the presence of a stationary
sensory input. In the previous section, we
showed the existence of a correlation be-
tween SRC and motor activity. We also
showed examples in which individual SRC
activity preceded the motor activity dur-
ing fictive hunting (Levi et al., 2004). This
evidence shows that the statocyst is an im-
portant player in the generation of the
motor program but raises the question
whether the statocyst can also initiate the
program.

To test whether activation of SRCs can
produce motor outputs similar to the ones
observed during fictive hunting, we stim-
ulated the STN as shown in Figure 6A.
This small nerve contains mainly axons of

the SRCs, and therefore nerve stimulation should produce action
potentials that will activate the SRC network located proximally
in the cerebral ganglia. After achieving a good recording from the
nerve, we passed a short (500 ms) pulse of DC current while
recording the tail and wing nerve activity. The intensity of the
current was increased until a prolonged response in the motor
nerve was observed. Typically, the voltage used was in the range
of 1 V, and the duration of the response became longer as the
intensity was increased. The STN is too small to position both
stimulating and recording electrodes. Therefore, as explained in
Materials and Methods, in this experiment, we recorded contin-
uously from the motor nerves but not from the STN. Figure 6, B
and C, shows an example in which a short stimulation of the STN
produces a long response in wing and tail motor nerves. The
duration of the response was similar to a characteristic hunting
episode duration (20 s; see above). During the response, the typ-
ical sequential activation of peak activity in different motor units
was observed (compare Fig. 1A). This type of activity in the mo-
tor nerves has not been observed in any conditions other than
fictive hunting. Similar results were observed in five other exper-
iments. Repetitive stimulation, at intervals of 1 min, resulted in a
similar duration of the response but variable spatiotemporal pat-
terns. Presumably, in these experiments, the stimulation acti-
vated several receptors simultaneously and induced a dynamic
response in the SRC network without configurational changes
attributable to the influence of neural or chemical inputs. In an-
other set of experiments, we used the configuration that allowed
recording from all nerves immediately after the stimulation, and
in three experiments, we found that the STN activity pattern
changed after the stimulation (Fig. 6D, fast firing rate in the STN
trace). This change is prolonged and comparable with the pro-
longed activity pattern seen in the motor nerves.

Figure 4. Relationship between spatiotemporal patterns during hunting episodes; similar spatiotemporal activity in the STN
corresponds to a similar pattern in the motor nerves. A, Examples of normalized SDFs from the STN during three episodes of fictive
hunting. These recording were performed in the same animal, and five different SRC units were sorted. B, SDF from wing motor
nerves during the corresponding hunting episodes. C, Three-dimensional representation of the responses in A using the first three
PCs as axes (red, top panel in A; green, middle panel in A; blue, bottom panel in A). D, Three-dimensional representation of the
responses in B using the first three PCs as axes (colors as in C).

Figure 5. The correlation of distances between all STN episode patterns and motor episode
patterns for all animals in which recording from the STN has been performed (arbitrary units).
Lines are the linear fits of the corresponding experiment depicted in a different color. Only the
experiment in black is not significantly correlated ( p � 0.08).
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Killing SRCs and its effect on the
motor pattern
If the signals from the SRC control the
motor pattern, it would be expected that
modifying the SRC network would have
an effect on this pattern. To modify the
SRC network, we photoablated two or
three SRCs in a single statocyst and com-
pared the fictive hunting motor output
before and after the ablation. Hunting be-
havior was monitored by wing and tail
nerve activity. Spikes were sorted from the
extracellular nerve recordings as ex-
plained in Materials and Methods. The fir-
ing distribution of each motor cell was cal-
culated. Each plot in Figure 7 is the
summarized distribution calculated by av-
eraging the corresponding bins in all the
episodes (as the bottom panels in Fig. 2).
The firing distribution reflects both the
average firing rate and the reproducibility
of the response.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of mo-
toneuron firing during fictive hunting be-
fore and after ablation of three SRCs. A
possible difficulty in interpreting the data
arises from the long time that the ablation
takes (�1 h). This may result in the deg-
radation of the system. However, in con-
trol experiments, we recorded fictive
hunting for �60 min and observed no no-
ticeable degradation in the unit activity.
When three SRCs had been ablated, there
were substantial changes in the firing pat-
tern. Some units that fired in bursts before
ablation started firing sporadically after
the ablation (Fig. 7) (e.g., unit #1 in Tl and
unit #3 in left Wn). Others increased their
firing activity throughout the episode (e.g., unit #5 in left Wn) or
changed from nearly unimodal to clearly multimodal firing (e.g.,
units #1 and #5 in left Wn). Finally, previously silent units started
firing (data not shown). Similar results were obtained in four
other experiments.

These results indicate that the activity of few SRCs has an
effect on the firing of individual motoneurons. To study popula-
tion activity, we looked at the effect of SRC ablation on the en-
semble dynamics of the wing and tail nerve activity during fictive
hunting behavior for each experiment. To compare the multiple-
unit signals before and after ablation, we used PCA. First, we
calculated the SDF for each unit. Then, we concatenated the ep-
isodes in each experiment (before and after) and subjected the
multiple-unit SDF data to the PCA. The same transformation was
applied to all the episodes in each treatment. The percentage of
the total variability of the signals explained by the first principal
component was �50% for the analysis described below. Figure 8
shows the changes in time of the mean first PC of all episodes for
three different nerves (Wn, Tl, and right tail nerve) before (blue
lines) and after (red lines) ablation. In this example, two of the
nerves (wing and Tr) underwent major changes after the abla-
tion, because there was a section of no overlap in the mean 	 SD
(Fig. 8A,C). Figure 8 indicates that the progression of ensemble
activity in two nerves critically changed after the killing of only

three SRCs. Similar changes in ensemble activity were observed in
8 of 17 nerves recorded in six experiments.

The changes in coordination between different motor activi-
ties before and after ablation were analyzed by cross-correlation.
We calculated the cross-correlation of the first PC between pairs
of nerves. We computed the correlation between Tl and Wn, Tl
and Tr, and Tr and Wn nerves. The motivation for this analysis
was the possible participation of the statocyst signal in the coor-
dination of wing and tail nerve activity expected from the partic-
ipation of the statocysts in the generation of the motor program.
Figure 9 indicates the existence of a high correlation (in absolute
value) between all pairs before the ablation. After ablation, the
correlations between the Tl–Wn and Tr–Tl almost disappeared,
whereas the Tr–Wn correlation was somewhat reduced in abso-
lute value but also changed sign. Reversal of the correlation sign
means a phase change in activity before and after ablation. A
positive correlation means that the activity has the tendency to be
in phase with each other and vice versa. In the tail and wing
cross-correlation, there were 6 of 11 changes in sign, and in the
cross-correlation between the two tail nerve activities, there were
four of five changes in sign. The conclusion was that changes in
the network properties resulted in changes in the activity both in
the individual motor units and in the ensemble spatiotemporal
pattern. Despite the fact that we only killed a small portion of the
total SRCs, the result was a substantial change in the motor spa-

Figure 6. The motor response to a brief stimulation of the STN without addition of physostimine. A, Schematic diagram of the
experimental setup. The STN is a small nerve coming out of the statocyst into the cerebral ganglion where the SRC network is
formed. The figure schematically depicts the connection between two SRCs (red and green) of the left statocyst. STIM, Stimulation;
REC, recording. B, Extracellular recording from wing and tail nerves after a brief stimulation of the STN (the arrow marks the end
of the 500 ms stimulation). C, Firing rate of the different motor units from B. The long dynamics of the response is similar to the
motor activity dynamics during fictive hunting. D, Simultaneous extracellular recordings of wing, tail, and statocyst nerves from a
separate experiment. All nerves showed the prolonged activation of multiple units typical of fictive hunting. The time interval
when the amplifier was switched to stimulation mode was removed from the recordings. The black bar indicates the exact time of
stimulation.
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tiotemporal pattern. This was likely caused by the interaction of
SRCs within the SRC network, because small perturbations in the
network could qualitatively change the output attributable to the
intrinsic network dynamics.

Discussion
Stimuli are encoded in sensory systems as
spatiotemporal patterns and interpreted
by the nervous system in a way that often
generates a sequence of movements.
Clione statocysts are sensory organs, the
activity of which evokes a straightforward
feedback motor response during normal
swimming (i.e., to induce corrective mo-
tions in the wings and tail to achieve the
preferred head-up position) (Deliagina et
al., 1998, 1999, 2000). The results shown
in this paper strongly support the idea of
the dual functionality of a sensory net-
work in two different behavioral tasks sug-
gested by Levi et al. (2004). In particular,
we showed conclusively that the statocysts
are used to generate a spatially complex
motor behavior. As was shown in the pre-
vious paper and here, only when looking
at the population activity, it is possible to
correlate the SRC dynamics with the mo-
tor output. Here, we were able to record
and manipulate SRC populations con-
firming the fact that there is a relationship
between the SRC dynamics and the motor
program. The results presented also sup-
port a proposed model regarding the SRC
network intrinsic dynamics in the work by
Varona et al. (2002) and Levi et al. (2004).
In this model, an external excitation to the
SRC network triggered the generation of a
switching dynamics caused by the winner-
less competition among the receptors.

During hunting, the animal does not
need to correct its body orientation rela-
tive to possible deviations from vertical.
However, it has to produce fast and coor-
dinated movements to capture its prey.
This can be achieved by the same statocyst
network using its intrinsic dynamics.
Here, and in the work by Varona et al.
(2002) and Levi et al. (2004), we showed
that the statocyst network is able to pro-
duce complex spatiotemporal dynamics

during hunting search behavior in contrast to the situation dur-
ing routine swimming, in which only a few neurons are active.
We also showed that the complex dynamics of the statocyst net-
work during hunting governs, to a large extent, the motor output.
A model showed that the statocyst network was able to produce
the two kinds of dynamics observed in the experiments (Levi et
al., 2004). In one state, it is a winner-take-all network, in which
the statocyst receptors are active only when stimulated by a sen-
sory cue. In the other state, the activity switches from one stato-
cyst receptor to the other and produces complex dynamics. All it
takes to transform the network from one state to the other is a
broad excitation of the receptor network. Excitation in the Clione
statocyst case may come from hunting interneurons (Arshavsky
et al., 1993; Norekian and Satterlie, 1993), which brings the sys-
tem out of the primarily inactive state. In the experiment shown
in Figure 6, we showed that such excitation can also be evoked by
directly stimulating the statocyst receptor axons.

Figure 7. Firing distribution of units from the left and right tail nerves and a left wing nerve (Wn) during fictive hunting before
and after ablation of three SRCs. The burst were aligned to the beginning of the hunting episode. Note the change in the type of
activity in some of the units.

Figure 8. The average first PC before (blue) and after (red) ablation of three SRCs. A, Wing; B, left tail nerve; C, right tail nerve.
The shaded regions denote a range of 	1 SD from the mean (n � 7). Note regions without overlap in A and C, which are regions
that substantially changed.

Figure 9. Change in cross-correlation of the first PC from Figure 7 before and after ablation of
three SRCs for all possible nerve pairs. This cross-correlation was normalized so that the auto-
correlations at 0 lag were equal to 1.
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Sensory systems are supposed to transfer external information
to be processed by the CNS. However, here, we have demon-
strated an example in which a new spatiotemporal pattern is
created by the dynamics of the sensory network, and this pattern
is not a neural representation of the environmental state. In this
extreme example, a sensory organ ceases to inform the nervous
system about the environment and starts generating information
independently. Less extreme situations may occur in the auditory
(Wu and Oertel, 1986; Sobkowicz et al., 2003, 2004), vestibular
(Ross, 1997; Uchino et al., 1999), visual (Dowling, 1970; Dacheux
and Raviola, 1986; Wassle and Boycott, 1991; Masland and
Raviola, 2000; Tsukamoto et al., 2001; Volgyi et al., 2002), and
olfactory (Rall et al., 1966; Hinds, 1970; Kosaka and Hama, 1982;
Kosaka et al., 2001; Laurent et al., 2001; Nezlin et al., 2003) sys-
tems in which elaborate interconnections and feedback exist. In
such interconnected systems, the connectivity presumably can
produce a more complex dynamics than the one necessary for the
processing of the sensory signal but at the same time can be
controlled by higher centers and altered, as the behavioral context
requires it.

Although the spatiotemporal dynamics of the statocyst neu-
rons during hunting is not generated by a sensory cue (i.e., it is
not a representation of the environment), the signals are readily
interpreted by the motor centers. The result is a motor pattern
consisting of sequences of highly irregular but organized motor
commands. It is reasonable to assume that the statocyst signals
are processed as real sensory information, therefore ready to be
used by the nervous system to produce, in turn, a functional
motor pattern. The advantage of producing a spatiotemporal
pattern in the statocyst is that these signals presumably already
contain useful information for a coherent motor response (e.g.,
spatiotemporal cues for motor coordination). It is very likely that
other parts of the nervous system undergo changes as well. These
changes may have significant effects on the transformation from
sensory to motor pattern and should be the subject of future
study. However, our results show that the changes the statocyst
undergoes are sufficient to explain the observed modification in
the motor pattern and account for a substantial part of the con-
trol of the hunting behavior. Furthermore, these results suggest
that the spatiotemporal organization of the statocyst signals can
be crucial for the organization of behavior. In particular, the
statocyst can be involved in coordination of activity during hunt-
ing. The correlation of motor nerves (in particular, wing and tail
nerves) undergo significant changes after the ablation of statocyst
receptor cells and thus support the hypothesis that the statocyst
network indeed participates in specific tasks of the motor pro-
gram such as motor coordination. In fact, the statocysts are pro-
gramming the hunting behavior using the information about the
presence of prey just as a triggering signal.

In the statocysts, the coding of sensory information is realized
through a population code in which none of its members con-
tains the full information about the stimuli. We have shown that
the relationship between the statocyst signal and the motor out-
put can be only seen when joint action is taken into account.

We have shown an example of a sensory organ dual function-
ality that depends on the behavioral context. The dual function-
ality can be achieved without long-term changes or neuromodu-
lation. Rather, the functional reconfiguration is accomplished
through transient excitation that brings the system into a differ-
ent dynamical state. This kind of neural reconfiguration increases
the versatility of the neural system and may be used by the animal
to increase its behavioral repertoire by using existing neural
structures and building on them.
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